ACCREDITATION ACTIONS  
April 24, 2013  
Physical Therapist Programs

PRE-ACCREDITATION DECISIONS following review of Application for Candidacy and Candidacy Visit Report with Institution Comments

GRANT CANDIDATE FOR ACCREDITATION  
(Next activity: Comprehensive Review prior to graduation of charter class)  
Western Kentucky University (KY)  
1906 College Heights Blvd #21031, Bowling Green, KY 42101-1031

ACCREDITATION STATUS DECISIONS following review of Self-study Report and Visit Report with Institution Comments

GRANT (INITIAL) ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Compliance Report)  
Lynchburg College (VA)  
Mercer University (GA)  
Midwestern University (AZ)  
University of North Texas Health Science Center at Fort Worth (TX)

REAFFIRM ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Comprehensive review as scheduled)  
Grand Valley State University (MI)  
Neumann University (PA)  
New York University (NY)  
University of Mary (ND)

REAFFIRM ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Compliance Report)  
Arkansas State University (AR)  
Armstrong Atlantic State University (GA)  
East Tennessee State University (TN)  
Quinnipiac University (CT)  
State University of New York Downstate Medical Center (NY)  
University of Texas at El Paso (TX)  
University of Washington (WA)

ACTIONS TAKEN following review of Substantive Change Request

APPROVE Request for Additional Cohort  
Stony Brook University (NY)  
University of South Florida (FL)  
University of the Sciences (PA)

APPROVE Request for Increase in Class Size  
Angelo State University (TX)  
Bellarmine University (KY)  
Clarkson University (NY)  
MGH Institute of Health Professions (MA)  
University of Delaware (DE)  
Youngstown State University (OH)
ACCREDITATION ACTIONS
April 24, 2013
Physical Therapist Programs

ACTIONS TAKEN following review of Compliance Therapist Reports

CONTINUE ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Comprehensive review as scheduled)
- California State University, Long Beach (CA) Next Visit: 2022
- College of Mount St Joseph (OH) Next Visit: 2014
- Concordia University Wisconsin (WI) Next Visit: 2021
- Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (FL) Next Visit: 2013
- Georgia State University (GA) Next Visit: 2021
- Hampton University (VA) Next Visit: 2020
- Saint Francis University (PA) Next Visit: 2015
- The Robert Gordon University (Scotland) Next Visit: 2015
- The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga (TN) Next Visit: 2022
- The University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio (TX) Next Visit: 2019
- University of Cincinnati (OH) Next Visit: 2022
- University of New England (ME) Next Visit: 2021
- University of St Augustine for Health Sciences (FL) Next Visit: 2021
- University of St Augustine for Health Sciences (CA) Next Visit: 2021
- Wayne State University (MI) Next Visit: 2019

CONTINUE ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Compliance Report)
- Bradley University (IL) Next Visit: 2021
- Loma Linda University (CA) Next Visit: 2021
- Misericordia University (PA) Next Visit: 2020
- Rocky Mountain University of Health Professions (UT) Next Visit: 2017
- The University of Illinois at Chicago (IL) Next Visit: 2017
- Touro University Nevada (NV) Next Visit: 2016
- University of Central Florida (FL) Next Visit: 2013
- University of Rhode Island (RI) Next Visit: 2015
- University of South Carolina - Columbia (SC) Next Visit: 2018

REMOVE PROBATION, REAFFIRM ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Comprehensive review as scheduled)
- Simmons College (MA) Next Visit: 2015

CONTINUE ACCREDITATION, PLACE ON PROBATION (Next activity: Compliance Report)
- Wichita State University (KS) Next Visit: 2021
ACCREDITATION ACTIONS
April 24, 2013 (updated June 6, 2013; September 18, 2013; October 8, 2013)
Physical Therapist Assistant Programs

PRE-ACCREDITATION DECISIONS following review of Application for Candidacy and Candidacy Visit Report with Institution Comments

GRANT CANDIDATE FOR ACCREDITATION
(Next activity: Comprehensive Review prior to graduation of charter class)
Concorde Career Institute – Miramar (FL)  Next Visit: TBD
    10933 Marks Way, Miramar, FL 33025
Concorde Career College – San Antonio (TX)  Next Visit: TBD
    4803 NW Loop 410, San Antonio, TX 78229
South University – Austin (TX)  Next Visit: TBD
    7700 West Parmer Lane, Bldg A, Austin, TX 78729

UPHOLD PREVIOUS DECISION TO DENY Candidate for Accreditation [This decision is subject to appeal and therefore is not yet final] This decision was not appealed; the decision to DENY CANDIDATE FOR ACCREDITATION is therefore final as of September 26, 2013
Concorde Career College – San Bernadino (CA)
    201 E Airport Drive, Suite A, San Bernadino, CA 92408

ACCREDITATION STATUS DECISIONS following review of Self-study Report and Visit Report with Institution Comments

GRANT (INITIAL) ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Compliance Report)
Concorde Career College – Aurora (CO)  Next Visit: 2017
Concorde Career College - San Diego (CA)  Next Visit: 2017
Keiser University – Lakeland (FL)  Next Visit: 2017
Lackawanna College (PA)  Next Visit: 2017
Pima Medical Institute - Las Vegas (NV)  Next Visit: 2017
South Plains College (TX) (shortened cycle)  Next Visit: 2015
Southwest Wisconsin Technical College (WI)  Next Visit: 2017
The Praxis Institute (FL)  Next Visit: 2017

GRANT (INITIAL) PROBATIONARY ACCREDITATION
Ivy Tech Community College – Sellersburg (IN)  Next Visit: TBD
Concorde Career Institute – Jacksonville (FL)  Next Visit: TBD

WITHOLD (INITIAL) ACCREDITATION (This action is subject to reconsideration and appeal and therefore is not yet final) This decision was reconsidered on June 1, 2013 at which time the program was granted probationary accreditation
Concorde Career Institute – Jacksonville (FL)  Next Visit: TBD

REAFFIRM ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Comprehensive review as scheduled)
Missouri Western State University (MO)  Next Visit: 2022

REAFFIRM ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Compliance Report)
Athens Technical College (GA)  Next Visit: 2022
Bossier Parish Community College (LA)  Next Visit: 2022
ECPI University (VA)  Next Visit: 2022
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REAFFIRM ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Compliance Report)
Gateway Technical College (WI)  Next Visit: 2022
Hesser College (NH)  Next Visit: 2022
Indian River State College (FL)  Next Visit: 2022
Mountwest Community & Technical College (WV)  Next Visit: 2022
Murray State College (OK)  Next Visit: 2022
Olympic College (WA)  Next Visit: 2022
San Jacinto College South (TX)  Next Visit: 2022

ACTIONS TAKEN following review of Substantive Change Requests

APPROVE Request for Additional Cohort
Keiser University – Sarasota (FL)  Next Visit: 2016

APPROVE Request for Consolidation of two programs
Kent State University-Ashtabula (OH)  Next Visit: 2014

APPROVE Request for Expansion Program
Lane Community College (OR) (Hybrid Distance Ed at Rogue CC)  Next Visit: 2016

ACTIONS TAKEN following review of Compliance Reports

CONTINUE ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Comprehensive review as scheduled)
Amarillo College (TX)  Next Visit: 2016
Bay State College (MA)  Next Visit: 2018
Carrington College – California (CA)  Next Visit: 2016
Community College of Allegheny County - Boyce Campus (PA)  Next Visit: 2014
Herzing University (FL)  Next Visit: 2014
Loma Linda University (CA)  Next Visit: 2021
Midlands Technical College (SC)  Next Visit: 2022
Remington College - Cleveland West Campus (OH)  Next Visit: 2016
River Valley Community College (NH)  Next Visit: 2015
Sinclair Community College (OH)  Next Visit: 2019
St Catherine University (MN)  Next Visit: 2014
The Pennsylvania State University Mont Alto (PA)  Next Visit: 2021
The Victoria College (TX)  Next Visit: 2016
University of Indianapolis (IN)  Next Visit: 2021
University of Pittsburgh at Titusville (PA)  Next Visit: 2021
Wytheville Community College (VA)  Next Visit: 2021

CONTINUE ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Compliance Report)
Brookline College (AZ)  Next Visit: 2017
Brown Mackie College - Fort Wayne (IN)  Next Visit: 2015
Chippewa Valley Technical College (WI)  Next Visit: 2013
Dixie State College of Utah (UT)  Next Visit: 2016
Edison Community College (OH)  Next Visit: 2015
### ACCREDITATION ACTIONS

**April 24, 2013**

**Physical Therapist Assistant Programs**

#### CONTINUE ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Compliance Report)
- Ivy Tech Community College Northwest (IN)  
  Next Visit: 2022
- Mid Michigan Community College (MI)  
  Next Visit: 2014
- Mount Wachusett Community College (MA)  
  Next Visit: 2022
- San Diego Mesa College (CA)  
  Next Visit: 2017
- South College-Asheville (NC)  
  Next Visit: 2022
- Surry Community College (NC)  
  Next Visit: 2014

#### REMOVE PROBATION - CONTINUE ACCREDITATION (Next activity: Comprehensive review as scheduled)
- Blackhawk Technical College (WI)  
  Next Visit: 2021
- Concorde Career College - Garden Grove (CA)  
  Next Visit: 2017
- Mineral Area College-Cape Girardeau Career & Technology Center (MO)  
  Next Visit: 2017
- Morgan Community College (CO)  
  Next Visit: 2015

#### *WARNING (Next activity: Compliance Report)*
- Carrington College – Albuquerque (NM)  
  Next Visit: 2016
- Carrington College - Las Vegas (NV)  
  Next Visit: 2016
- College of the Sequoias (CA)  
  Next Visit: 2016
- Craven Community College (NC)  
  Next Visit: 2016
- Keiser University – Jacksonville (FL)  
  Next Visit: 2016
- Madisonville Community College (KY)  
  Next Visit: 2022
- Mount Aloysius College (PA)  
  Next Visit: 2021
- Shawnee State University (OH)  
  Next Visit: 2021
- Suffolk County Community College (NY)  
  Next Visit: 2017
- The Pennsylvania State University Shenango (PA)  
  Next Visit: 2021
- Washington State Community College (OH)  
  Next Visit: 2021

#### CONTINUE ACCREDITATION, PLACE ON PROBATION (Next activity: Compliance Report)
- Concorde Career College – North Hollywood (CA)  
  Next Visit: 2015
- Mohave Community College (AZ)  
  Next Visit: 2014
- Morton College (IL)  
  Next Visit: 2017
- Mott Community College (MI)  
  Next Visit: 2020
- Naugatuck Valley Community College in Consortium with Capital, Housatonic, Manchester, Northwestern Connecticut, and Tunxis Community Technical Colleges  
  Next Visit: 2013
- New England Institute of Technology (RI)  
  Next Visit: 2014
- Ohlone College (CA)  
  Next Visit: 2015
- Pueblo Community College (CO)  
  Next Visit: 2015
- State University of New York College of Technology at Canton (NY)  
  Next Visit: 2013

#### **SHOW CAUSE (Next activity: Compliance Report and Focused Visit)**
- Brown Mackie College – South Bend  
  Next Visit: TBD

*WARNING* signifies concerns that, if not addressed, will result in placement on probation at CAPTE’s next meeting.

**SHOW CAUSE** signifies persistent significant concerns that, if not addressed, will result in withdrawal of accreditation at CAPTE’s next meeting.